
SHOWCASE YOUR SPORT
Social ‘As Live’ Stream of the Week

A weekly opportunity to showcase past events and the stories tied to them on one of Ireland’s largest 
sports platforms



SHOWCASING YOUR SPORT ‘ AS LIVE’ 

During this unprecedent time in our society where sports have gone 
quiet, we are looking to create a channel whereby Federation of 
Irish Sport members can host past games, matches, tournaments, 
and other great moments from their archives that can be shared to 
a wider sporting audience looking for new and old content tied to 
great moments and memories.

Pundit Arena would host it on our largest-in-market Facebook 
channel which has over 300,000 Irish followers

Games would be promoted ‘as live’ so our followers will be notified 
that we’ll be live on our channels

WHAT’S NEEDED….
-Raw file of game/match/competition
-Any photos from the event we can share
-Small write up of information to feature/promote
-Event information (Title, Date, Location, etc)
-Your NGB and/or event logo
-If possible, a member/athlete/promoter/organizer to 
speak to us for the feature



ADDITIONAL FEATURES

ü Bespoke onsite ads and social templates promoting match of week information 
ü Live social ‘as live’ updates on Twitter with supporting hashtags and account 

tagging
ü Instagram photo carousel of moments, players, and memories from the match 

GAA
ü Host a player, manager, or other personality within FB chat to allow fans 

watching to engage with someone who was part of the event
ü Editorial will create a native feature around memories from the match 

including opportunity to speak with those who participated 

In addition to hosting a weekly match, Pundit Arena will help promote 
awareness of the stream across all channels in build up.

Pundit Arena can incorporate other features and engagement elements to 
bring to life the experience through those who were there on the day.

This includes, but not limited to:



GENERAL SUPPORT

Even without match or event content to host as live, as a 
partner of the Federation of Irish Sport, we are happy to 
support in any way we can in keeping your sport, athletes, 
messages, and events in the news as best we can. 

We have seen unprecedented demand for stories since the 
crisis struck with traffic up over 40% on site day to day, 
with Irish audience seeking sporting content that gives 
them a break from the normal new cycle.

If there is any interest in engaging us for features or 
promotional ideas and opportunities, please feel free to 
contact myself or editorial and we’d be happy to discuss.

Alternatively editorial will be doing their best to contact 
members for feature ideas where possible.



Commercial

Matt Steerman
matt@punditarena.com

General Inquiries

Content Team
contact@punditarena.com

Editorial

Rob Redmond
rob@punditarena.com


